
Hi-Spec Chassis Dribble Bar
Hi-Spec Engineering’s chassis mounted dribble bar is the most robust 
dribble bar in the Irish market. Manufactured in Ireland, the Hi-Spec 
dribble bar is built to withstand harsh weather and terrain conditions.

Our chassis mounted dribble bars provide a factory fit solution for 
low emission spreading.

Our 7.5m dribble bar is supported on box frames so that the full 
weight is transferred to the tank chassis. Additional reinforcement is 
placed along the chassis during manufacture to support the dribble 
bar. There is no weight carried on the rear manhole.               

Weighing in at just 500kg, the dribble bar is lightweight yet fully 
galvanised. The frame is tied to the dished end for stability. The 
distributor and arms are carried on the fixed mast, and both arms are 
spring loaded for protection.

A junction box is attached for rear filling, additional stone collection 
and splash plating. The box has an outlet underneath for the removal of 
stones. Large diameter 40mm outlet pipes allow a precise flow of slurry 
to the lay-flat hosing. The lay flat hosing boasts high ground clearance, 
which is beneficial over uneven ground.

Our dribble bars are available in 7.5m, 9m and 10.5m working widths, 
and feature Hi-Spec’s innovative new macerator with three double-sided 
blades on each side. The long-life blades are internally tensioned via 
springs and are self-sharpening against the cutting screen. The macerator 
can be run in either direction to ensure the blades wear evenly over time.

The dribble bar is also easily removable. By removing the top pin, the 
dribble bar can be lifted up and away, allowing the tanker to revert to a 
conventional setup. All hydraulics connections are quick release.

Talk with our team today about the Hi-Spec Chassis Dribble Bar

Hi-Spec Engineering Ltd 
Station Rd, Bagenalstown
Co. Carlow, Ireland, R21 EO38

E: info@hispec.net 
T: + 353 59 97 21929
W: hispec.net

Agricultural Engineering Excellence Since 1988

Since 1988, Hi-Spec Engineering has been providing the agriculture industry with agricultural engineering excellence. 
Hi-Spec Engineering is an international pioneer in dribble bar production. We design, manufacture, and distribute the most reliable, 

robust, and innovative systems for agriculture, including slurry tankers, macerators, dribble bars, and more.
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Hi-Spec Chassis Dribble Bar
Specifications & Features

Chassis Mount

Galvanised 
Frame

Hi-Spec distributor 
with stone trap

Lay flat hose outlets

Spreading width 7.5 - 10.5m 
(Depending on model)

Splash plate

LED rear lighting bar

Sprung break-back arms

26cm spacings

Transport width 2m - 2.55m 
(Depending on model)

Requires 1 double-acting spool valve

Model Weight Outlets Outlet Spacing Transport Width
7.5M 450kg 30 26cm 2.0m

9.0M 700kgs 36 26cm 2.55m
10.5M 800kgs 42 26cm 2.55m

Dribble Bar Model Variations

Ask Us About Available Grant Aid
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